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Let X be a projective plane of order n. and let x0 E I, be a flag in X. We show that 
there is an n3-dimensional vector space H(X) over GF(2), and that the flag equips 
H(X) with an alternating bilinear form (which is nondegenerate when n is even). 
Moreover, the group of those collineations of the aftine plane X-l, which fix 
the direction x,, is isomorphic to a double stabilizer of the isometry group of the 
alternating form. When n is even, this latter group is a double stabilizer of the 
symplectic group Sp(n3, 2). Our methods are often graph-theoretic. <, 1988 Academtc 
Press, Inc. 
This paper records some progress in an attempt to prove the conjecture: 
Every projective plane has a nontrivial collineation. Since it is known that 
a projective plane of order 10, if one exists, has trivial collineation group, 
this conjecture would show that no such planes exist. 
The conjecture is not proved. Nevertheless, we feel that our results are 
worth publishing, for two reasons. First, our approach is novel, and we do 
translate the conjecture into an almost group-theoretic question. Second, 
our methods are often graph-theoretic; to our knowledge, this paper 
introduces the symplectic group as a natural setting for the study of graphs. 
To illustrate, we append some minor results on graphs, dual bases, and an 
explicit form for the inverse of an adjacency matrix. 
In [2], we proved that if A’ is a projective plane of order n (for any 
integer n>2), then its collineation group Cal(X) is isomorphic to the 
setwise stabilizer of a certain subset T of an n3-dimensional vector space 
H(X) over G42). Let us recall our construction and some facts. 
* I thank the Science and Engineering Research Council (of Great Britain) for their 
generous support. 
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Given X, let C(X) denote the vector space over GF(2) with basis Xx X, 
let Z(X) denote the subspace of C(X) spanned by all vectors of the form 
(b, cl + (a, c) + (4 b), a, b, c E X, (*I 
and let B(X) denote the subspace of Z(X) spanned by all vectors of the 
form (*) with a, b, c collinear (of course, a, b, c are collinear if card 
{a, b, c} < 2). Define 
mx) = -vf)/~(x), 
and define r(a, b, c) as the coset mod B(X) of (b, c) + (a, c) + (a, b). Denote 
the subset of H(X) comprised of all nonzero r(a, b, c) by T. 
Remarks. (1) One may think of H(X) as “(triangles in X)/(degenerate 
triangles).” 
(2) In [2], we show that there is a simplicial complex K(X) with 
H(X) g H,(K(X); Z/22). Indeed, when n is a prime power q, then H(X) 
affords the Steinberg representation of PI’L(3, q). 
THEOREM A. dim H(X) = n3, 
Proof: [2, Corollary 4). i 
THEOREM B. The function {a, 6, c} H z(a, b, c) is an injection from the 
family of (nona’egenerate) triangles in X into the set of nonzero vectors of 
H(X) with image T. 
ProoJ [2, Corollary 131. 1 
If H is a G-set (for some group G) and Tc H, then we denote the setwise 
stabilizer by G,: 
CT= (geG: g(T)= T}. 
THEOREM C. GL( H( X)), E Col( X). 
Proof. [2, Theorem 201. 1 
One may thus regard GL(H(X)), as the group of all “triangle- 
preserving” nonsingular linear transformations on H(X). 
To take advantage of Theorem C, one needs to understand the subset T 
and its imbedding in H(X). We recall two more results of [2]. 
THEOREM D. Zf x0 E lo is a flag in X, then 
F= F(x, E f,,) = {7(x0, x, a): x E lo - {x0>, a $ lOI 
is a basis of H(X). 
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Proof: [2, Corollary 111. 1 
We call F a frag hasis of H(X). Note that H(X) is defined by generators 
and relations; thus, Theorem D is important because it provides normal 
forms for elements of H(X). 
THEOREM E. [f ~(a, b, c) and ~(a’, b’, c’) E T, then their sum is also in T 
if and only if the subset {a, b, c} u {a’, b’, c’} of X has exactly four elements 
of which three are collinear. 
Proqf: [2, Lemma 181. 1 
Theorem E asserts that the “union” of two triangles again being a 
triangle can occur only in the obvious way: 
Now Theorem E allows us to view T as a graph if one defines T, t’ E T to be 
adjacent in case r + t’ E T [note that no “vertex” t is adjacent to itself, 
for t + r = 0 $ T (characteristic 2 and the fact that T is comprised of non- 
zero vectors)]. 
The graph T is studied in some detail in [3]. In particular, it is shown 
that Aut( T) 2 Cal(X) if n > 3 (Corollary 26), and that an abstract graph 
satisfying a certain list of properties enjoyed by T exists if and only if the 
projective plane X exists (Theorem 24). 
Here we concentrate on two kinds of full subgraphs of T: (i) each flag 
basis F= F(x, E 1,) defines a (full) subgraph of T; (ii) each line f0 in X 
determines the full subgraph Y = Y(l,) whose vertices are all T(a, h, c) in T 
having two points on 1,. As graphs, 
F(x, E I,) c Y(l,) c T. 
THEOREM F. Let X be a projective plane of order n > 3, and let I, be a 
line in X. If Y = Y(I,) is viewed as a graph, then 
Aut( Y) z Col(X- 1,), 
the coliineation group of an af$ne plane of order n. 
Proof: [3, Theorem 413. 1 
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Let us now recall some algebraic graph theory. Let G be a graph with 
vertices zl,, v2, . . . . v P; define its adjacency matrix to be the p x p matrix 
A = [a,], where 
1 
a,i = 
{ 
if vi and vi are adjacent 
0 otherwise. 
Note that A is a symmetric matrix of O’s and l’s having O’s on the diagonal. 
DEFINITION. If A is a square matrix, then spec A is the set of its distinct 
eigenvalues. 
Our adjacency matrices are large: the graph T has about n6 vertices; the 
graphs Y have about n4 vertices (actually, Y has exactly n*(“: ‘) vertices); 
the graphs F have (exactly) n3 vertices. A method for computing eigen- 
values of adjacency matrices is provided by Hughes-Singhi [l] (our 
terminology does not always conform to theirs). 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite connected graph. A separation of G is a 
partition of Vert G into blocks B,, B,, . . . . B, such that, for each i, j, the 
number of edges from a vertex vi E B, to vertices in B, is independent of the 
choice of ui. Call this common value tji, and call the s x s matrix [tij] 
the intersection matrix of the separation. 
Separations always exist: for example, the trivial partition having all 
blocks singletons is a separation. Given a vertex L’~ in a finite connected 
graph G and an integer i >/ 0, let 
(of course, dist(u, vO) is the length of a shortest walk in G from u to u,,). 
Clearly (.4Ad = (h}, ~,(ud, . . . . d,(v,)} is a partition of Vert G for some 
d ( ~diam G); in general, it is not a separation. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite connected graph and let u0 E Vert G. 
A view! from ~1~ is a separation of G that is a refinement of the partition 
{I”, d,(h), ...3 d,(V”) 1. 
One can show that a separation of G one of whose blocks is a singleton 
{ vOl must be a view from uO. 
THEOREM G. (Hughes-Singhi). Let G be a finite connected graph and, 
for each u E Vert G, let T(u) be the intersection matrix of a view from u. Then 
spec G= U spec T(v). 
D E Vert G 
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At last we present something new. 
THEOREM 1. Let F he a flag basis of H(X) viewed as a (full) subgraph 
of T. 
(i) F is a connected regular graph of valence 3n - 3 having n’ vertices 
and diameter 3. 
(ii ) For each vertex t E F, there is a view ,from z having six blocks and 
intersection matrh 
1 
0 1 1 0 0 0 
n-l n-2 0 1 0 0 
2n-2 0 n-2 1 1 0 
T= 
0 2n-2 n-l 2n-4 1 2 . 
0 0 n-l 1 n-l 4 
0 0 0 n-2 2n-4 3n-9 I 
Proof: (i) Straightforward. 
(ii) Let T = (a. b. c). Introduce the notation: x is a generic point of 
ac - {a, c) (here ac denotes the line determined by a and c); 4’ is a generic 
point of bc- {b, c}; z is a generic point of ab - {a, b ] ; t is a generic point 
of X- (ab u ac u bc). A preliminary partition’ of F (corresponding to the 
flag a E ab) has blocks: 
abc; abx; aby; acz; abt; axz; ayz; az, t; azt. 
Except for the last two blocks, t,he notation is as expected (e.g., abt is the 
set of all triangles with two vertices a and b and whose third vertex is not 
in the union of the three lines ab u ac u bc). Define 
and define 
az,,t = {$a, 2, t): z, c, t are collinear}, 
azt= {all s(a, 2, t)} -az,,t 
= {allr(a, 2, t): z, C, t are not collinear}. 
It is easy to see that the following partition is a view from 7: 
abc; abx; aby u acz; abt v axz; az, t v ayz; azt. 
Figure 1 displays the numbers t,i (which are also displayed in the matrix of 
the statement of the theorem). 
’ This preliminary partition is, in fact, a view from ~(a, 6, C) having 9 blocks. 
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FIGURE 1 
We exhibit A,(T), A,(T), AZ(~), Aj(t) as the columns; the labeled arrows 
are the numbers tji for j# i (if no arrow is drawn between two distinct 
blocks, it is understood that the corresponding tji and tii are 0), while the 
number t, has been written inside the ith block. Verification that these 
numbers are correct is a straightforward exercise in synthetic geometry. a 
(I thank D. R. Hughes for his help in establishing this theorem.) 
COROLLARY 2. Let F he a flag basis with adjacency matrix A. 
(i) The eigenvalues of A are : 
3n-3; 2n-3; n-3; -3; roots ofx’-(2n-6)x+(n*-7n+9). 
(ii) The multiplicities of these eigenvalues are: 
m,=l; m, = 2n - 2; m,=(n- 1)‘; m4 = n(n - 1 )(n - 2); 
m,=m,=n(n- 1). 
Proof: (i) One applies the theorem of Hughes-Singhi (Theorem G) to 
the 6 x 6 matrix of the theorem. 
(ii) If uj (1 < j < 6) denotes the jth eigenvalue of A and if mj denotes 
its multiplicity in the characteristic polynomial of A, then (m,, m2, . . . . m6) 
is the solution of the system 
t c$m, = tr(A’). 
i=O 
The coefficient matrix is nonsingular, being the Vandermonde matrix deter- 
mined by the distinct eigenvalues c1,, c(*, . . . . a,; one can compute tr(A’), for 
the Irk (diagonal) entry of A’ is the number of closed walks of length i in F 
at the vertex rk. 1 
(Computation of the eigenvalues and their multiplicities was done by 
computer with the generous help of C. Leedham-Green.) 
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COROLLARY 3. Let F be a j7ag basis with adjacency matrix A, and 
regard A as a matrix over GF(2). If n is even, then A is nonsingular (indeed, 
every eigenvalue of A is 1); if n is odd, then rank A = n3 - n2 + 2n - 2. 
Proof. When n is even, each of the integers 3n - 3, 2n - 3, n - 3, and 
-3 is odd, hence each is congruent to 1 mod 2. The quadratic polynomial 
x2 - (2n - 6) x + (n2 - 7n + 9) becomes .y2 + 1 = (x + 1)’ over GF(2), 
regardless of the parity of n. Thus, every eigenvalue of A is 1 when n is 
even. 
When n is odd, only 3n - 3 and n - 3 are even, and these eigenvalues 
have multiplicities 1 and (n - 1)2, respectively. The result follows. 1 
Remark. One can also compute the eigenvalues and multiplicities of the 
larger graph Y. Using the same notation as before, there is a view from 
z=r(a, b, c) with 12 blocks: 
abc; abx v aby; acz v bcz; abt; a,-,. t u br,. t; ayz v bxz; b?z u ax:; 
CL.7 ; xx u yzz; ~2,. t; azt u bzt; zzt. 
The corresponding intersection matrix is: 
T= 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b--2 n-2 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
!n-2On-10 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 
0 n-l 0 2n-4 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 n-l 2 n-l 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 
On-10 0 1 n-2 2 0 2 0 2 0 
0 n-l n-l 0 0 2 2n-4 0 2 0 1 0 
0 0 n-2 0 0 0 0 2n-6 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 n-2 n-2 0 2n-4 2 0 4 
0 0 0 0 n-2 0 0 2n-2 2 2n-5 1 4 
0 0 0 Zn-4 2n-4 2n-4 n-2 0 0 2 3n-8 4 
0000000 0 Zn-6 2np6 n-3 4np16. 
The matrix T (and hence Y) has exactly eight distinct eigenvalues: 
cx, =4n-4; t12=3n-5; a,=2n-4; c/4= -4; 
cc5, cc6 = the roots of .y2 - (4n - 9) x + (4n2 - 20n + 20); 
cr,,cr,=the roots of.\-2-(2n-9)x+(n2-10n+20). 
If mj denotes the multiplicity of cli in the characteristic polynomial of the 
adjacency matrix of Y, then: 
m,=l; m,=n; m3 = +(n + l)(n - 2); m,=+n(n+ l)(n-t)(n-3); 
m,=m,=(n+ l)(n-1); m,=m,=(n+ l)(n-1)‘. 
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Given the eigenvalues of a graph, one solves a system of linear equations 
to find their multiplicities m,. As each rn; must be a positive integer, this is 
a “feasibility” test for the existence of a graph whose eigenvalues are 
known. Unfortunately, this test gives no information here, for all the mi 
are, indeed, positive integers. (Again, I thank C. Leedham-Green for his 
help in programming the computer that produced these values ai and m,.) 
When regarded mod 2, the adjacency matrix of a flag basis is skew- 
symmetric (it is a symmetric 0, 1 matrix with O’s on the diagonal, but 
1 = -1 now). 
DEFINITION. Let F be a flag basis of H(X) with adjacency matrix 
A = [aii] regarded mod 2. The (corresponding) Jlag form on H(X) is the 
bilinear form defined by 
(zi, TV),- ali mod 2 
for all r,, zj E F. We usually suppress the subscript F in the inner product 
notation. 
For r, T’ E F, the definition of the flag form gives (z, r’) = 1 if r, z’ are 
adjacent, and (T, t’) = 0 if r, T' are not adjacent. (We shall soon see that 
this accurate description of adjacency by the flag form may not obtain for 
T, 5’ E Y.) 
COROLLARY 4. When n is even, the flag form of every flag basis is a non- 
degenerate alternating bilinear form. 
Proof That the flag form is an alternating bilinear form follows from 
its inner product matrix (the adjacency matrix mod 2) being skew- 
symmetric; that the form is nondegenerate follows from Corollary 3. fl 
Notation. Let F be a flag basis of H(X) with adjacency matrix A. Then 
Isom(F) = {d E GL(H(X)): (4a, q5b) = (a, fl) for all cc, /I E H(X)] 
= {qkGL(H(X)):&4qY=A}. 
Remark. Of course, Isom(F) E Sp(n3, 2) when n is even. More precisely, 
choose a “standard” nondegenerate alternating bilinear form on H(X) and 
choose an ordered symplectic basis. Now order F and let P, be the matrix 
expressing the elements of F as linear combinations of the symplectic basis. 
Then Isom(F) is a conjugate of Sp(n3, 2) in GL(n3, 2), namely, 
Isom(F) = PF Sp(n3, 2) P,‘. 
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One might ask whether an orthogonal group G(n”,f) over GF(2) (for 
some nondegenerate quadratic form f) is worth investigating here. If n is 
even, then such a form has defect 0 and O(n, f) is a subgroup of the sym- 
plectic group. If n is odd, then since GF(2) is perfect, one knows that f has 
defect 1. But the defect of f is just n-rank A =n3-n2+2n-2> 1 (by 
Corollary 3). The symplectic group thus seems to be more appropriate 
than an orthogonal group. 
LEMMA 5. Let F he the flag basis corresponding to X~E I,, let 
~=~(.t~,x,a)~F(so that-\-E&-{x,,) anda+/,), andIetr’EY-F. 
(i) If z, z’ are adjacent, then (z, T’)= 1. 
(ii) Zf t, T’ are not adjacent, then (T, z’)=O unless z’= T(X, y, b), 
where 1’ E I, - (x0, x ), b # a, and either a, 6, x or a, 6, x0 are collinear. 
Proof: In what follows, we usually abbreviate an expression T(.Y, y, a) 
to xya. 
Now t’ = yzb, where y, z E~~-{.Y~} and b$l,. Thus, ~‘=x,yb+x~zb 
and 
(T, t’) = (x,xa, x,yb) + (x,xa, x,zb). 
Each summand is an inner product of two triangles in F, and hence it is 1 
or 0 according to whether or not the displayed triangles are adjacent. 
Assume first that b = a. If z (or y) = x, then z’= xya and (7, z’) = 
(x,xa, .x0 ya) + (x,xa, x,xa) = 1 + 0 = 1 (observe that t and z’ are 
adjacent). If z, y # x, then z, r’ are not adjacent; moreover, (t, r’) = 
0 +0 = 0 (neither pair of triangles is adjacent, for each pair involves live 
distinct vertices). Now assume that b #a. If neither y nor z equals x, then 
(T, z’)=O+O=O. If, say, z =x, then (T, T') = 0 + (x,xa, x,xb), and the 
second summand is 1 if the displayed triangles are adjacent, i.e., if either 
a, b, s or a, 6, x0 are adjacent. 1 
We have seen that the inner product may lie about adjacency of T, r’ 
when at least one of them is not in F: the triangles T, T' may not be 
adjacent and yet (T, T') = 1 can occur. 
LEMMA 6. Let F be the Jag basis corresponding to x0 E I,, let 
T = t(x, y, a) E Y-F (so that x, y E lo - {x0} and a $ I,), and let T’ E Y-F. 
(i) If T, T’ are adjacent, then (T, z’) = 1. 
(ii) If T, T’ are not adjacent, then (7, T’) = 0 unless T’ = 5(x, z, b), where 
z E I, - {x0, x}, b # a, and either a, 6, x or a, b, x0 are collinear. 
ProoJ We maintain the abbreviated notation of the preceding proof. 
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Now r’ = zuh, where z, u E 1, - {x0} and b 4 I,. Since z = xOxa + x0 ya and 
7’ = x,zb + x,ub, we have 
(7, T’) = (.x,.ua, x,zb) + (x,xa, x,ub) + (x0 ya, x,zb) + (x,, ya, x,ub). 
Assume first that a = b. If z =x (or y) [or if u = x or y], then r, z’ are 
adjacent; moreover, (T, t’) = 0 + 0 + 1 + 0 = 1; if the vertices x, y, z, u are 
all distinct (forcing z, r’ to be nonadjacent), then (r, t’) = 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 0. 
Assume now that b #a. Again, if x, y, z, U, are all distinct, then (r, 7’) = 
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 0 (of course, z, r’ are now not adjacent). We may, therefore, 
assume that z = x. Suppose, in addition, u = y. Then 
(7, 7’) = (x,xa, x,xb) + (x,xa, x,, yb) + (x0 ya, x,xb) + (x0 ya, x0 yb). 
Terms two and three are each 0, for their triangles involve five vertices. 
Note that collinearity of a, b, .K prevents collinearity of either a, b, x,, or 
a, 6, y (lest a, be I,). If a, b, I are collinear, then (7, T’) = 1 +O+O+O= 1 
(moreover, r, z’ are adjacent); similarly, (5, r’) = 0 + 0 + 0 + 1 = I if a, b, y 
are collinear (and, again, r, z’ are adjacent). However, if a, b, x0 are 
collinear, then (2,~‘) = 1 + 0 + 0 + 1 = 0 (in this last case, 7, 7’ are not 
adjacent). We conclude that (xya, xyb) = 1 if and only if the triangles are 
adjacent. Finally let us assume that a # b, z =x, and u # y. Now 
(7,7’) = (x,xa, x,xb) + (x,xa, x,ub) + (x,, ya, x,xb) + (x0 ya, x,ub). 
Each of the last three summands is 0 (the displayed triangles in each 
involve live distinct vertices). The first term (and hence (7, 7’)) is 1 if and 
only if either a, 6, x or a, b, x0 are collinear (note that 7, 7’ are not adjacent 
in this last case). 1 
DEFINITION. Let F be a flag basis of H(X). Define a graph structure on 
H(X), denoted by H(X)*, by declaring CC, /I E H(X) to be adjacent if 
(01, p) = 1 (where the inner product arises from the flag form of F).* 
The subset Y consisting of all triangles having two vertices on a line 1, 
has two graph structures. The first has already been noted, namely, Y is a 
full subgraph of T. A second graph structure on Y, denoted by Y*, is 
obtained by regarding Y as a full subgraph of H(X)*. If 0, 7 E Y, then 0,7 
are adjacent in Y if (T + 7 E T; these triangles are adjacent in Y* if (a, 7) = 1. 
2 This is the graph-theoretic complement of the usual graph arising from the action of 
Sp(d, 2) on the projective space P(n’ - 1) as a rank 3 permutation group. 
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COROLLARY 7. Let F be the jlag basis corresponding to x0 E I,, and let 
H(X)* be the graph defined above. 
(i) F is a full subgraph of H(X)*, hence of Y*. 
(ii) Y is a subgraph (not fill) of Y*. 
Proof. (i) This is merely the definition of the flag form of F. 
(ii) This follows from Lemmas 5 and 6, for if z, z’ are adjacent 
triangles in Y, then (T, t') = 1, hence t, t' are adjacent in Y *. 1 
Let .vO E lo be a flag in a projective plane X, and let F be the 
corresponding flag basis of H(X). Of course, Isom(F) acts on H(X). Each 
element of F is labeled z(xo, x, a), where x E I, - (x0} and a $ I,. The subset 
Y consisting of all triangles having two vertices on I, can be described thus: 
Remark. The subset 
S=FU{CT+~:CT,TEF and (~,z)=l} 
contains Y, but it is too big: it also contains triangles having only one 
vertex on 1,. For example, if a, b, .x0 are collinear, rs = z(x,, x, a), and 
T=z(x,,x,b), then o,z~Fand (a,~)=l, yet a+z=~(x,a,b)$Y. Thus 
Y $ s. 
The subset S has a more serious defect. We have already noted that Y is 
a subgraph of Y*: if g, ~ E Y are adjacent, then (a, z) = 1. However, S is 
not a subgraph of S*; i.e., there exist adjacent triangles CJ, 7 in S with 
(CJ, 7) = 0. For example (in our abbreviated notation), let 0 = xab and 
7 = xac, where b, c, x are collinear; assume further that a, b, y and a, c, ,- 
are collinear triplets, and that -‘c, .v, z are distinct points of I, - {q, >. Now 
(abx, bcx) = (xya + xyb, xza + XX) 
= (.xya, xza) + (xya, xzc) + (xvb, xza) + (xyb, XX). 
The first term is 1 because the two triangles are adjacent in Y; the second 
term is 0 because neither a, c, x nor a, c, so are collinear; the third term is 0 
because neither a, b, x nor a, b, x0 are collinear; the last term is 1 because 
6, c, x are collinear. Thus, abx and bcx are adjacent triangles (in S), but 
(abx, bcx)= 1 +O+O+ 1 =O. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a group acting on a set X, and let A, B be subsets 
of X. The double stabilizer GA.B is defined by 
G A,B= {qScG:#(A)=A and 4(B)=B). 
481,115,?-5 
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THEOREM 8. (i) Let X be a projective plane of order n > 3, and let F be 
the f7ag basis of H(X) corresponding to the flag x,, E 1, in X. Then the double 
stabilizer 
Isom(F),.zCol(X-1,),, 
where the right hand side consists of all collineations of the affine plane 
X - 1, that fix the direction x0, 
(ii) Partition F into n2 n-cliques C(a), where 
C(a) = {$x0, x, a): x E to - {x0}}. 
If 4 E Isom(F),, then & Y) = Y if and only if 4 permutes {C(a): a $ I,). 
Proof (i) It is easy to see that there is an isomorphism 
Isom( F) ,, 1 Aut( Y *). 
If 4 E Isom( F) r, then d(Y) = Y and 4 preserves the inner product: 
((T, T) = 1 implies (f&r, qir) = 1. Thus, 0, T E Y and fr, T adjacent in Y * imply 
&r, 4~ E Y and $a, C)T adjacent in Y*. It follows that 
Isom(F),.gAAut( Y*),. 
We claim that Aut( Y*).=Aut( Y),. Let us first examine the full sub- 
graph F of Y*. Each cr = T(x,, x, a) E F lies in exactly three n-cliques in 
F: C,(a)= {xoya: YE& {x0}}; C,(o)= {x,xb: bEax,}; C,(a)= {xOxc: 
coax}. One can distinguish C,(o) from C,(a) and C,(a): if 0, TE C,(a), 
then IS + T E Y; if 0, T E C,(a) for i = 2, 3, then CJ + T $! Y. 
Let #EAut( Y), or Aut( Y*),, and let c =xOxa. It follows that 
Q(C,(a))=C,(a’), where o’=xOx’a’ (for some x’E/,,- {.Q,} and some 
a’ 4 lo). If x # 4’ lie in I, - {.x0}, then 4: xOxa H xOx’a’ and 
4: xoya ++ xOy’a’. Hence 4: xya = xOxa + x,ya t+ xOx’a’ + xOy’a’ = 
r’ y’a’. We claim that 4 induces a function d’: X + X. If a # 1,, we have just 
seen that $‘(a) = a’ is independent of the choice of triangle in Y involving a. 
Plainly &(x0) = x,,. To see that 4’ is well defined on 1, - {x0}, choose b #a 
with a, 6, x0 collinear. Now xOxa and x,xb are adjacent triangles in Y (and 
Y*), and so &x,,xa) = xOx’a’ and d( x,xb) = x0x” 6’ are adjacent triangles 
as well (because d(F) = F is a full subgraph of either Y or Y*). Therefore, 
xOx’a’ and xOx”b’ involve exactly four vertices, whence x’= x”. Observe 
next that if a, b, x are collinear, where x E I,, then @a, d’b, b’x are also 
collinear. Choose J’ E I,, - (x >, so that xya and xyb are adjacent triangles in 
F. Consider first the case x=x0. Then x,ya and x, yb are adjacent 
triangles in F, and so x,, y’a’ and x0 y’b’ are adjacent triangles in F as well. 
Hence, either a’, b’, x0 or a’, b’, y’ are collinear. Since y is chosen 
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arbitrarily, it follows that a’, b’, x0 are collinear, as desired. Assume now 
that x # x0. Consider the adjacent triangles xOxa and x,xb in F. Again 
X~X’U and x0x16’ are adjacent, hence a’, b’, x0 or a’, b’, x’ are collinear. 
But a’, b’, x0 are not collinear (otherwise apply 4-l and use the first case), 
hence a’, b’, x0 are not collinear, as desired. 
Let us show that Aut( Y*).cAut( Y),. Take d~Aut( Y*), and take 
r~, r E Y which are adjacent in Y. Now ((T, r) = 1 implies (40, &r) = 1. 
Moreover, (r, z involve only four vertices, hence #a, & involve only four 
vertices. It follows from Lemmas 5 and 6 that ba, 47 are adjacent. 
Therefore, 4 E Aut( Y), and Aut( Y*)Fc Aut( Y),. 
For the reverse inclusion, take 4 E Aut( Y), and let 0, z E Y satisfy 
(0, 5) = 1. If (T, r are adjacent in Y, then do, & are also adjacent in Y and 
so ($a, 4s) = 1. Assume, therefore, that CJ, z involve five vertices, say 
CJ = xya, T = xzb, and either a, b, .Y or a, b, .yo are collinear. Using the 
function 4’: X+ X, we see that &J = X’ y’,’ and & = x’z’b’ also involve 
live vertices. Moreover, collinearity of a, b, x or a, b, x0 implies collinearity 
of a’, b’, x’ or a’, b’, .x0, and so (da, &) = 1 in this case as well. 
Finally, Theorem F shows that Aut( Y) E Col(X- I,) when n > 3, hence 
Aut( Y),z Col(X- Io)\-O. 
(ii) If 4~ Isom(F),,= Isom(F),,, then we have just seen that 
&C(a)) = C(a’) for every a # 1,; i.e., 4 permutes {C(a): a $ lo}. Conversely, 
assume that 4 permutes these n-cliques. If CJE Y, then there exists an 
n-clique C(a) and triangles r, r’ E C(a) with (T = t + T’. Hence dr, 4~’ E C(a’) 
for some a’ and 40 = & + &’ E Y. 1 
Remark. It is well known that every collineation of the afhne plane 
X-I, has a unique extension to a collineation of the projective plane X; 
thus Col(X- Io).yO is a subgroup of Cal(X). In every case in which X is 
known to exist, this subgroup of Cal(X) is nontrivial. 
The following example shows that it is essential to stabilize F in 
Theorem 8. Let X be a classical projective plane of (prime power) order 
> 3. Let x0 E I, be a flag in X with corresponding flag basis F of H(X); let 
t = T(x~, x, a) and 0 = ~(x~, y, b), where a # 6, x# y, and a, b, x0 are 
collinear. Note that r, G are not adjacent triangles in F, so that (t, a) = 0. 
There exists a collineation 4 of X with 4x0 = x and 4x = y (so that 41, = I,). 
It follows that d(Y) = Y. Now & = r(#x,,, 4x, e&r) = t(x, y, a’), #a = 
z(dx,, dy, #b) = 5(x, Z, b’) (where z = 4y # y and 6’ = #b), 4x0=x #x0, and 
#a, 4b, 4x0, collinear. Hence (#z, &J) = 1 and $4 Isom(F). 
COROLLARY 9. Let X be a projective plane of order n > 3, and let F be 
the jlag basis of H(X) corresponding to the jlag x0 E 1, in X. 
(i) CoUx- solo is isomorphic to the group of all permutation 
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matrices in Isom(F). Indeed, partition the matrix of $ (relative to F) into n2 
n x n blocks: 4 = [B,]; for each fixed i and each fixed j, there is exactly one 
nonzero B,, and that nonzero n x n block is a permutation matrix. 
(ii) Zf n is even, then Isom(F) is a conjugate (in GL(H(X))) of the 
symplectic group Sp(n3, 2). 
Proof (i) If 4 E Isom(F) stabilizes the basis F, then 4 is a permutation 
matrix. The second statement is just the translation of part (ii) of the 
Theorem into matrix terms. 
(ii) The flag form is nondegenerate when n is even, by 
Corollary 3. 1 
Here is a restatement of part (i) reminiscent of the monomial represen- 
tation. Take an n* x n* permutation matrix P; then 4 is obtained from P by 
replacing O’s by n x n matrices of zeros and by replacing l’s by n x n 
permutation matrices; indeed, we have a wreath product. 
Theorem 8 and its corollary improve Theorem C (GL(H(X)),r Cal(X)) 
in several ways. First of all, both the group and the stabilized subset(s) are 
smaller: Isom(F) c GL( H(X)) and Y, F are relatively small subsets of T. 
More important, there is no obvious criterion specifying when a vector in 
H(X) lies in T, so that it is essentially impossible to know, given 
q5 E GL(H(X)), whether or not +4(T) = T. In the double stabilizer result, we 
begin with a basis F which we may assume is partitioned into n2 n-sets, 
namely, (C(a) = {all x,xa} for fixed a’s}; the flag form is determined by 
F, and the subset Y is defined in terms of F and the flag form. 
There are two ways one can use the hypothesis that a permutation 
matrix q5 lies in Isom(F): the first is that 4 is a product of transvections 
(when n is even); the second is that, because d’= 4-l for permutation 
matrices 4, the condition $A4’ = A simplifies to 4 commutes with A (where 
A is the adjacency matrix of F). 
The remainder of this paper is commentary; we begin by asking what 
Isom(F) ,, looks like. 
LEMMA 10. Let I, be a line in X and let Z denote the set of all triangles 
in X having exactly one vertex on lo. 
(i) Zf o,TE Y are adjacent, then a+z~ YuC. 
(ii) Zf a E C and T E Y are adjacent, then o + T E Y. 
Proof [3, Lemma 30(111, IV)]. 1 
DEFINITION. If F= {TV: 1 bj<n3} is a flag basis of H(X) and if 
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a E H(X), then a = Zejr, with each E, E GF(2). The F-support of a, denoted 
by supp,a, is defined by 
supp,a={r,EF:&,=l}. 
Define la/,= Isupp,al. 
LEMMA 11. Let F be the jlag basis of x0 E 1, and let t E T: 
(i) Ifr E F, then ITI~= 1 (and conversely); 
(ii) ifte Y, then ltlF<2; 
(iii) ifz~C, then IrIp= or 4; 
(iv) if T E Z% (i.e., t is a triangle having no vertices on I,), then 
ItIF= or 6. 
ProoJ: (i) This is obvious. 
(ii) Immediate from the description of Y given after Corollary 7. 
(iii) Assume that r = t(x, a, b) E C (so that x E I, and a, b 4 Z,). 
If y is the intersection of I, and the line ab, then 
5 = 5(X, y, a) + T(X, y, 6). 
If either x or y is .x0, then Itl.=2. Otherwise 
T = T.(&J, .‘L a) + 5(x0, J’, a) + T(Xg, y, 6) + T(Xg, y, b) 
and lzlF=4. 
(iv) Let r = ~(a, b, c), where a, b, c $ I,; let x, y, z denote the respec- 
tive intersections of I0 with the lines ac, ab, and bc. The “leaf decom- 
position” [3, Corollary 32(ii)] is 
T = T(X, y, a) + T(J', Z, 6) + T(X, Z, C). 
(It is a curious fact that no two of these triangles in Y are adjacent in Y; on 
the other hand, these three triangles form a clique in Y*.) If one of x, y, z is 
x0, say, x=x0, then IT/~= 4 (terms one and three lie in F while z(y, z, 6) = 
T(X, y, b) + T(X, z, b)). If none of x, y, z is x0, then each summand decom- 
poses into two terms, e.g., T(X, y, a) = T(x~, x, a) + T(x,, y, a), and we see 
that [r/.=6. 1 
COROLLARY 12. Let F be a flag basis of H(X) and let q!~ E GL(H(X)). If 
d(Y)= Y, then l&IF<2 for every TE Y, and if+(T)= T, then )&I,<6 for 
every T E T (indeed, l#zl F can only be 1, 2, 4, or 6). 
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This corollary gives a “quantitative” contrast between Theorem C and 
Theorem 8. 
Given a vector tl E H(X) and a flag basis F, recall that a (symplectic) 
transvection is the linear transformation 0, on H(X) defined, for all 
P E H(X), by 
e,(P) = P + (P, a) a. 
It is easy to check, when a # 0 and n is even (so that the flag form is non- 
degenerate), that each 8, is an involution in Isom(F). Since Isom(F) z 
Sp(n3, 2) in this case, one knows that the transvections generate Isom(F); 
indeed, the Steinberg presentation of the classical group Isom(F) has these 
transvections as generators. 
THEOREM 13. If n is even and F is a Jag basis of H(X), then the 
stabilizer Isom(F) y contains no transvections. 
Proof. Let 8, be a transvection with 0,(Y) = Y, and assume that a # 0. 
We first show that a$ F. Otherwise, a = s(.q,, x, a), say. Define 
p = 5(x, y, b), where y E 1, - {x0, x}, b # a, and a, b, x are collinear. Now a 
and p are not adjacent (they involve five distinct vertices), but (a, ,o)= 1, 
by Lemma 5(ii). Now p E Y, but 19,(p) = p + a 4 Y because 
a + p = z(xo. x, 6) + z(x,, y, 6) + $x0, x, a) 
and la+pl,=3. Therefore lal,>2. 
Since the flag form is nondegenerate, there exists t E F with (t, a) = 1. 
But B,(z)=z+a, so that 10,(z)lF= [al,+ 1; better, ]0,(r)l,= [aIF+ 1 if 
t$supp,a and /0,(r)( =la(,-1 if rEsuppFa. Since l0,(r)ld2 and 
(a] F> 2, it follows that Ial F< 3 and that z E supp,a. There are 3n - 3 
triangles r~ E F that are adjacent to T. At most two of these can satisfy 
(0, a) = 1 lest we contradict IalF< 3. Therefore, there exists 0 E F with c 
adjacent o r, with (c, a) = 0, and with 0 4 supp, a. It follows that q + z E Y 
and that (a + z, a) = (0, a) + (z, a) = 0 + 1 = 1. Hence 
fl,(o+z)=n+T+a 
and [0,(cr + z)l > 1 + )z + aI,3 3, a contradiction. m 
We end by giving some minor remarks about the possibility of using the 
symplectic group over GF(2) to study general graphs. If G is an abstract 
graph with vertices vi, u2, . . . . up and adjacency matrix A, then let V be the 
p-dimensional vector space over GF(2) with basis Vert G. The skew-sym- 
metric matrix A, regarded mod 2, equips Y with the structure of an alter- 
nating space, and Aut(G) is just the group of permutation matrices in the 
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isometry group of the alternating form. Of course, if p is even and A is 
nonsingular, the isometry group is isomorphic to the symplectic group 
Sp(p, 2). This construction may be modified by replacing G by a full sub- 
graph F (and V by a smaller vector space H of dimension 1 FI, as in this 
paper). One would then need a criterion that G is imbedded in H; an 
example of such an imbedding theorem is [3, Theorem 381. 
DEFINITION. A graph G is nondegenerate if its adjacency matrix, 
regarded mod 2, is nonsingular. 
Note that nondegenerate graphs have an even number of vertices. The 
next two results concerning a flag basis F (when n is even) probably can be 
generalized to nondegenerate graphs. We ask for an explicit formula for the 
dual basis of F. 
Choose r E F and recall the view from z, the partition of F into six blocks 
displayed in the proof of Theorem 1. Figure 2 is a simpler labeling of the 
blocks. 
Define the block sum of BJr), denoted by [BJr)]. to be 
where the sum is over all c E BJz). 
PROPOSITION 14. Let n be even, let F be a jlag basis of H(X), and let 
z E F. Zf we define t* E H(X) b)J 
t* = CB,(~)l + c&(~)l+ CB‘l(~)l> 
then {(z*, ):TEF) is the dual basis of F with respect to theflag form ( , )F. 
Proof: It suffices to show that (r*, a) = 6,, for all 0~ F. If CE F, we 
count the number a(a) of elements in suppFr* which are adjacent o a; we 
B,IT) B,(T) 
FIGURE 2 
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are interested in the parity of this number. Using the intersection matrix in 
Theorem 1, we have the following (n is even): 
a(r)=(n-1)+0+0=1 mod2; 
if 0 E B,(r), then a(a) = (n - 2) + (2~ - 2) + 0 - 0 mod 2; 
if (r E B?(r), then a(a) = 0 + (n - 1) + (n - 1) = 0 mod 2; 
ifaEB3(r),thena(a)=1+(2n-4)+1=Omod2; 
ifaEB4(r),thena(a)=O+1+(n-l)-Omod2; 
ifaEB,(r), thena(a)=O+2+4=0 mod2. 1 
One can easily check that IL?,(s)1 =n- 1, IBz(t)l = 2n- 2, (B,(T)( = 
2(n - 1)2 = lB4(7)l, and lBs(7)l = (n - 2)(n - 1)‘. In particular, 17*lF= 
(n- 1)+4(n- l)‘=(n- 1)(4n-3). 
COROLLARY 15. Let n be even, let F= { 7,: 1 ,< i,(n’} be an (ordered) 
jlug basis of H(X), and let A be the adjacency matrix of F. Then the ith 
column of A-’ is [Bl(zi)] + [B3(zi)] + [B4(zj)]. 
Proof: Let A = [uii], where uV= (TV, zj), and write 
7: = 21c,i71. 
Since (Zcji7,, 7k) = 6, = Zcji(7,, z,), we have the systems 
AC, = ei, 
where Ci is the column vector [cji] and ei is the standard basis vector 
having ith coordinate 1 and all other coordinates 0. Since A is nonsingular 
(n is even), we have 
Ci= A-‘e,; 
i.e., the ith column of A-’ is Ci, the coefficients of r,?. 1 
Although elementary, Corollary 15 may be useful because of the enor- 
mous size of the matrix A. 
Our last result is a curious property of the subset Y. 
PROPOSITION 16. Let X be a projective plane of even order n, let 
F = F(x, E I,), and let Y = Y(I,). Then Y meets every hyperplune of H(X). 
Proof: Since n is even, the flag form ( , ) is nondegenerate; hence, 
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every hyperplane in H(X) has the form IX’ for some nonzero c( in H(X), 
where 
If cr’-nY=@ then (a,~)=1 for all ZEF. It follows that LX=~,~~Z*. 
A simpler descrition of CI is given by LX = N, where N= C,, F z, for if 
CJ E F, then (N, a) = 1, being the parity of 3n - 3, the (odd) number of T in 
F adjacent to 0. We conclude that if c1# N, then cx’ n Y # /zr. 
Finally, choose z = z(x,, X, a) and t’ = t(q,, y, a), for x # y in I, - (x0}. 
Thus, T + z’= ~(x, y, a) E Y. There are exactly n - 2 triangles (T in F 
simultaneously adjacent o z and T’, hence (N, z + z’) = 0 (for n - 2 is even) 
and z+z’EN’-n Y. 1 
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